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MANDELA EFFECT – Part Four and PULSE 

Thank you Mrs. Theresa for sharing a great video breakdown on “Happy” @ Cern. 

 

SOPHIA – COSMIC CONVERGENCE – Thank you Ms. Linda  

Experiencing Sophia, the Mother of All, is so powerful that you once held a 

reality that “life IS a box of chocolates,” just to find out that that was a past 

reality so that now you nostalgically proclaim that life in the previous reality WAS 

a box of chocolates. Sophia is beyond time and space and is showing you that you 

are, too.   

Just go to any creation story from any religion or myth and read it again, knowing 

that Sophia, in one feminine form or another, was already there before creation. 

 Once you have heard the truth you will read the creation story with a new light 

and you will clearly see She was there all along.  Your consciousness will be 

permanently changed and all of your memories that go back to the first time you 

heard those stories will change in an instant.  Time and space will 
change the past and rewrite the circuits of memory 
connected to the present.    
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Hagia Sophia aka Maria-Sophia Mother of Humanity Mother of God.  This is not 

Mary and Jesus, this is Asharah (semiramis, isis, Ishtar, queen of heaven –, she is  

ABOMINATION to God, also known as Astarte, or Ashtoreth – in our Bibles as 

asherah poles and groves which God commanded to be cut down!!! & tammuz 

the demon baby of Nimrod and Ashtoreth. 

 

Exodus 34:12-13 – Take heed to thyself, lest thou make a covenant with the 

inhabitants of the land whither thou goest, lest it be for a snare in the midst of 

thee:  But ye shall destroy their altars, break their images and cut down their 

groves:   
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Groves – Strong’s 842: Asherah or Astarte a Phoenician goddess; also an image of 

the same: - grove.  A feminine noun which signifies the Canaanite fertility goddess 

believed to be the consort of baal.  Because of this association, the worship of 

baal and asherah was often linked together.   

  

Jeremiah 7:18 -  The children gather wood, and the fathers kindle the fire, and the 

women knead their dough, to make cakes to the queen of heaven and to pour out 

drink offerings unto other gods, that they may provoke Me to anger.   

 

Jeremiah 44:19 – And when we burned incense to the queen of heaven, and 

poured out drink offerings unto her, did we make her cakes to worship her, and 

pour out drink offerings unto her, without our men? 

 

Ezekiel 8:14-15 – Then He brought me to the door of the gate of the LORD’S 

house which was toward the north; and, behold, there sat women weeping for 

tammuz.  Then He said to me, O son of man? Turn thee yet again, and thou shalt 

see greater ABOMINATIONS than these. 

 

**This is trying to inject a “mother” into the situation. There ain’t no mother!!!  

And alluding to a feminine deity that existed as eternal.** 
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Remember Nimrod, Asherah and Tammuz are the false trinity.   
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The sun represents nimrod/baal, the moon represents ashareh/queen of heaven, 

and the eye in the middle is tammuz/horus 

 
The Sophia Effect takes us from the limited existence of ordinary 3D space and 

4D time and we ASCEND into the realm beyond time and space—5D. This is the 

SOPHIA EFFECT. You will begin to notice more and more of these matrix 

conundrums being solved as you step across the threshold between the physical 

and spiritual into Her world. You see, the Mayans were correct.  Ordinary time 

and space ended on December 21, 2012. We are all now in an existence which has 

a higher vibration above the galactic mid-point.  Our entire solar system has 

become more luminous and highly charged with ionic bombardment.  Time has 

sped up and matter is beginning to disintegrate due to weaknesses in the earth’s 

gravity fields.  This is the process of ASCENSION. When the Mayans said that 
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December 21, 2012 was the end of time, perhaps it was the end of time as we 

know it. 

It is the Mother of All, Sophia, who holds our hands and guides us to a place 

outside of our limited 3D-4D world across the threshold of time and space. Sophia 

speaks to us from the realm of 5D which is a place of sacred magic, miracles, ease, 

synchronicities, coincidence, flow, healing, and abundance. Because She is a Being 

beyond time and space, as are all the spiritual hierarchy, She can lead us to our 

new home on this path of ascension. 
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Goddess Athena Sophia Virgin Mary Fall Equinox.  Look familiar?  Catholic church 

welcomed in paganism and just changed the names of the statues to Mary and 

Jesus, from zeus to Peter etc. 

 

As Douglas and I write about extensively in The Gospel of Sophia trilogy and our 

other articles, books, and posts, this is the ascension we have been waiting for. 
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 We are Gabriel and we blow this horn of awakening to announce the arrival of 

a new age that masters the limits of time and space.  

Luke 1:19 - And the angel answering said unto him, I am Gabriel, that stand in the 

presence of God; and am sent to speak unto thee, and to shew thee these glad 

tidings.  **Gabriel is a holy angel – not some people writing this article!** 

The Satya Yuga, age of light, is here.  This is unlike any 3D or 4D experience you 

have ever had. To fully receive Her 5D revelations, it would be best to let go 

of fear and doubt which only exist in your limited existence of 3D/4D.   

**They want you to meditate to transcend and evolve.** 

As Rudolf Steiner, founder of anthroposophy wrote in, For the Michael Age, in a 

lecture series from 1910. 

**Don’t forget the Jehovah’s Witnesses think Jesus was Michael the arch angel in 

heaven, 7th Day Adventist believe Jesus and Michael are one and the same, 

Mormons  & LDS believe Adam was Michael. These are all false religions.** 

 

We must eradicate from the soul 

All fear and terror of what comes towards Man 

Out of the future 

And we must acquire serenity 

In all feelings and sensations about the future 

We must look forward 

With absolute equanimity to everything that may come 

And we must think only that whatever comes 

Is given to us by a world directive full of wisdom 

It is part of what we must learn in this age,  

Namely to live out of pure trust 

Without any security in existence. 

Trust in that ever present help of the spiritual world.   

Truly, nothing else will do 

If our courage is not to fail us. 

And we must seek this awakening within Ourselves 

Every morning and every evening.  
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Psalm 46:1b -  …God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble. 

 

In fact, fairy tales, as surprising as it may seem, are more accurate descriptions of 

the universe than science.  **This is what we have been learning, that science 

fiction is actually real, and that much of mythology is real too. ** 

 Only an initiate can comprehend the fullness of Sophia as the most holy 

trinosophia.  **This is an attack on the Trinity.  Gail Riplinger spoke of the fact 

that the occult initiates it’s members and so does the Catholic church.  She 

believes that the New World Religion’s members will be initiated also – that’s 

what an occult does.  And isn’t receiving the mark of the beast an initiation??** 

Sophia manifests as:  Creatrix * Mother of All * Goddess of Wisdom * Goddess of 

Nature * Goddess of Beauty * Cosmic Virgin *  Bride * Beloved * Goddess of Love 

* Mother of God * Queen of Heaven * Most Holy Trinosophia    

This composite being is also called Anthroposophia.  She is also called the Holy 

Mother.  ****She is also referred to as God’s bride, and Holy Spirit.**** 
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This is Ashtoreth/Semiramis – who in the false trinity is known as Holy Spirit and 

that is why the dove is there. 

 

**This is where the false doctrine that Holy Spirit is feminine is coming from.** 
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See the sun disk or halo which is for nimrod, the woman is for Astarte/isis, and the 

eyes are tammuz or horus 

 

SOPHIA & PULSE 

 

**Please play clip from start to 2:16  – Sophia robot** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0_DPi0PmF0 

 

Remember the shooting that  just happened in Orlando at the “Pulse” night club?  

Look at the title of this clip that was put on youtube March 2016. 

 

Hot Robot At SXSW Says She Wants To Destroy Humans | The Pulse 
| CNBC 
 
Shout out to Lynne for sharing 9Nania’s video with me.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0_DPi0PmF0
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When you type in I pet goat into google earth it used to take you to Cern.  Now 
look at where it takes you: 
 

 

 
Evolve and Ascend… 
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 This picture is fully loaded with occult symbolism. 
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Picture of the outside of the Pulse nightclub.  See the color and the 
window?? 
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This “I pet goat II” video was made in 2012. 
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This is about the pope – read the article above.  “THE RESET MOVEMENT” 
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He just happens to be 33, which is a big mason number.  He can’t be all that 

connected to Jesus if he can’t even spiritually discern that the pope is pure evil 

and most likely the antichrist.   

 

 

 

PULSE – MOVIE FREQUENCIES 

 

 
 

August 11, 2006 

 

When Josh Ockmann (Jonathan Tucker) enters a dark university library intending 

to meet his friend Douglas Zeigler (Kel O'Neill), he is attacked by a 

humanoid spirit that sucks the life force out of him.  (((Sounds like soul snatching 

to me)))  This virus had unlocked a portal that connected the realm of the living to 

the realm of the dead.  Zeigler tells them of a project he worked on where he 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonathan_Tucker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirit
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found "frequencies no one knew existed." Opening these frequencies somehow 

allowed the spirits to travel to the world of the living. Zeigler also tells them that 

these spirits "take away your will to live".  Dex and Mattie find the server and 

upload Josh's fix, causing the system to crash and the spirits to vanish. Moments 

later, however, the system reboots and the spirits return leaving Mattie and Dex 

with no option but to flee the city by car. Over the car radio, Mattie and Dex hear 

a radio report from the Army announcing the location of several "safe zones" 

where there are no Internet connections, cell phones, or televisions. As Dex and 

Mattie drive to a safe zone, the film concludes with a voice-over from Mattie 

saying "We can never go back. The cities are theirs. Our lives are different now. 

What was meant to connect us to one another instead connected us to forces 

that we could have never imagined. The world we knew is gone, but the will to 

live never dies. Not for us, and not for them," and clips of abandoned cities, 

including a window of an apartment with Josh looking through it. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voice-over
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CLOSING 
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With the questions swirling around about how they did this, why we remember 

the changes at all, why the changes weren’t seamless – Let’s not forget, doesn’t 

God always leave us a trace of evidence?  The wheels of Pharoah’s chariot were 

found in the bottom of the red sea.  The Dead Sea Scrolls were found and they 

match the original text of the Bible.  Now remember that Rockefeller has bought 

out the rights to the Dead Sea scrolls and was having them digitized at Los Alamos 

labs.  With all that has been revealed in this ministry you have to know that 

he/they are not doing this to benefit Christians, they will change and use it for 

their purposes.  But these things have been preserved and found because God 

will always bring forth evidence for us to know His truth.   

 

PRAYER 
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Sophia – new age spirit explaining all the changes 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=14437 

Linda’s Video on The Reset – look at all the singers being part of this.  Wow. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhxBRtxeQbI 

 

Pulse movement / Nick hall is 33 – be careful 

http://pulsemovement.com/nick-hall/ 

Pulse – I pet goat video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGF6RawPjrw&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHIMErgIfu

hEHJnaA3lsWkK 

Nick Hall – age 33 Pulse Movement 

http://pulsemovement.com/nick-hall/ 

 

Excellent Video break down on the Cern “Happy” video on Mandela Effect 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LClLczwqBws 

 

**IF you don’t find a video I mentioned, go to Three Hearts Church Youtube 

Channel and click on “Play Lists” and look for the title: Mandela Effect and you will 

see most of the research I did there.** 

 

http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=14437
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhxBRtxeQbI
http://pulsemovement.com/nick-hall/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGF6RawPjrw&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHIMErgIfuhEHJnaA3lsWkK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGF6RawPjrw&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHIMErgIfuhEHJnaA3lsWkK
http://pulsemovement.com/nick-hall/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LClLczwqBws

